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Foreword

Reinforced by advanced technologyand the surging demand for energ:y
and raw materials, Matr's natural curiosity has now led to the systematic
exploration and exploitation of the vast areas which have not formerly
been part of the organized system of territorial states.The continental
shelf and the deepseabed,as well as the icy reachesof the polar regions,
are gradually being b,roughtinto the realm of economicand industrial
activity. To make this 'colonization' of new territories - comprising more
than three quarters of the globe - an orderly process,and to develop
a legal, political and organizationaLframework for that process,may
be Man's greatestchallengein the last quarter of the twentieth century.
Both from an international point of view and in terms of the specific
interests of the several nations involved, current negotiations for an
international agreement on a new law o.f the sea and the seabed to
regulate conditionsin the oceansof the world, concerna wide range of
issuesand problemsthat cannot be couchedin narrow technical-juridical
terms.
The present volume comprisesa seriesof articles on important aspects
of the many-faceted problematique of the present day new territories.
The articles are a product of a researchprogram at the Fridtjof Nansen
F.oundationfor the study of international legal, political and organizational problems arising in connectionwith the development of the new
territories.
The volume is the first in a seriesto be published. Of the contributors,
Per Antonsen, Gunnar Skagestad,Kim Traavik and Willy Østreng are
researchfellows at the Nansen Foundation. Tønne Huitfeldt is a Major
General in the Norwegian Army and Helge Vindenes is the Deputy
Director of the Legal Department in the Norwegian Ministry of Foreign
A"ffairs.
The Fr.idtjof Nansen Foundation
at Polhøgda, Norway
June 1974

Finn Sollie
Director
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Small Statesin International Politics:

A Polar-PoliticalPerspective
GUNNAR SKAGESTÅD
!he. s-$dy of small .statesmay.be perceived,.alternatively,.?s a distinctly separate
discipline within the broa-dersribject år-eaof- international pbiiti.s, or, u, orr. particular
approach.,to.thestud,y.of, internatio.al politics i1 generai. so may'tti. ,t åy-åT-l[.
'new territories'. In this chapter, the two perspectivescombine.
. Presenting th9'ngw territories studies' ås a-novel approach to the traditional small
states studies, the chapter discussesthe practical/politiål possibilities a"d limitatio"s
lnnereD[ ln tne small states' sltuatlon trnd ts also an attempt to contribute toward an
improved th-eoreticalbasis for.the.study.of small-state behavior. The empiricaf ;;;ri"l
is mainlv the develooments in inter-itate relations which have iuk.å pla"e i; th;
Antarctiå (the Antarctic Model'); the Arctic siiuati;;-;
åi* piår""ted for comparative
- The DurDoses.
au:tho?arrives at certain guarded generalizations,'where the need for interytioga,l. cooperation emergesas.,a major conting-entfactor regardirs th. ,uliaity ;r
cescrrpuveancr normatrve nypotheslzrngon small state behavior.

r. A PROJECT-ORTENTED POINT
OF DEPARTURE
Although the study of small states attracts
the attention of scholars to an increasing
degree, and also the fact that a not inconsiderable literature is now available in
this field,l it none the less still appears to
some extent and in several respects as
'virgin territory'. The Norwegian Institute
of International Affairs addressed itself
to this theme at a Nordic conference in
January 19712- an occasionwhich served
to uncover some of tåose basic theoretical
weaknessesto which the research in some
way has been liable. Among these weaknesses,it should be emphasized, in particular, that there has been considerable
uncertainty as to what kind of criteria e.g. resource-oriented v. behavioral
should be made the basis for a fruitful
definition of the concept of .small state'
("nd of its opposite, the concept .big
state'). More generally, there seemsto be
a certain need to assumenew perspectives
in the study of small states.
The object of the present paper is to
contribute towards meeting this need,
and to exhibit certain aspects of the researchwhich is being carried out under the

'new territories project' of the Fridtjof
Nansen Foundation, and of some of ihe
result material which is available.s This
project has been concerned with certain
problem-situations which are also of significance in the study of small states in
international politics. Its aim is, inter alia,
to explore international interaction in
regions where extraordinary conditions
are present (the so-called .new territories';
cf. below), where one is dealing with limited numbers of actors, and where, in
particular, problems of cooperation occupy
a central place. These inquiries are relevant becausesome of the ictors concerned
are small states.
This point of departure will involve a
particular interest in the concept .new
territories'a - a common term applied to
several types of region the gåographic
characteristics of which, togethei *"itn
gerfain-dynamic factors, make their study
fruitful from a cornmon angle. Such .new
territories' have certain corunon features
which distinguish them from existing and
recognized national territories. A .new
territory' is defined as:6
a geographical area which (a) has not
previously been subject to thc inter-
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nationally recognized sovereignty of
any state or placed undbr the authority
of any international organization, and
(b) becomesthe object of activitieswhich
create a need for regulation and control
of what occurs in the area.
To the 'new territories' belong, respectively, spøce and extra-terrestrial bodies,
the open seas, the seabed, and the polar
regi,ons. (In the widest sense, one might
include here certain non-geographically
delimited, professional regions of interest.)
In these regions it is found that there are,
in particular, two partly intersecting considerations which characterize the conduct
of the actors,and thereby also the politicaldynamic situation of the regions:o

(1) The project is not primarily a study
of small states.
(2) The project has a practical political
orientation and so is not anchored to any
particular theory. This does not in any
way preclude, however, that research
carried out under the project will provide
a basis for new theorv formation.
II. THE .ANTARCTIC MODEL' SOME PROBLEM-SITUATIONS

In natural-scientific quarters ttre Antarctic
is regarded as a veritable researchlaboratory, but it is also an atea with a certain
laboratory significance for international
politics: A given number of statesof dif(1) The practical exploitative means of ferent orders of magnitude have, from
different motives and premises, involved
the actors - their capabi,lity;
themselves
politically in the region. The
(2) the actors' need for a minimum dedegree
and
kind
of their involvementvary.
gree of law and order - i.e. the need for
In certain respectsthe region is regulated
political regulation.
by an international agreement - the AntThe central unsolved problem with re- ørctic Treaty * concluded in 1959 between
gard to the 'new territories' is concerned, all the states concerned.
I shall give here a brief account of the
then, with the actual and future regulation.
This raises a question of vital importance inter-state interactions that are taking
for the individual agents involved as well place within the framework of the Antas in a global context: Should political arctic Treaty.T
The treaty (which took effect in 1961)
regulation be brought about through conhas the following main points:
flict or through cooperation?
Here it must be pointed out that the
(1) Demilitarization and atomic-test
concrete problems in the various 'new
ban, with right of unilateral inspection on
territories' (e.g. in the Arctic and in the
the part of the various treaty parties;
Antarctic, respectively) are not identical,
(2) 'freezing' of the positions of the
but that the types of problem may be said
respective treaty parties with regard to
to be 'interchangeable' in the sense that
territorial claims;
they can be incorporated into a common
(3) freedom of researchand an extensive
analy tical p erspective.
measure of international scientific coFrom this background one can discern
operation;
the outlines of a general 'small state/big
(4) regular consultations between the
state balance model', which can be aptreaty parties, and, as a result, an ever
plied to the various types of problem
stronger construction of a framework of
present in the northern and southern polar
guidelines and rules for national and inregions, respectively.
ternational activity in the Antarctic.
As regards the use, of the .new territories project' as a point of departure for
Among the 12 member statesof the Antthe study of small states in international arctic Treaty one finds the two superpolitics, one may further notice the folpowers - the USA and the USSR - the
lowing two factors in particular:
medium-sized powers
Great Britain,

Small Statesin Internøti.onalPolitics
J"p*, and France - along with 7 more or
less typical small states - Norway, Belgium, Argentina, Chile, South Africa,
Australia, and New Zealand. Furthermore,
one could divide these 12 states into two
main categories: (1) those states which
maintain territorial cldims in the Antarctic, and (2) those states which do not
maintain such claims, and which do not
recognize the claims of the former g.roup.
To the first group belong Great Britain,
'France, Norway, Argentina, Chile, Australia, and New Zealand; to the "second,
the USA, the USSR, Japan, Belgium, and
South Africa.
International relations with regard to
the Antarctic accordingly form a pattern
which looks roughly like this:
On the one si.dethere is a group comprised primarily of, smaller sfaføs whose
national interests find elpression in their
respective territorial clairiis (which, in a
couple of instances, are also mutually
conflicting).
On the other side there is a group comprising, irrter alia, tbe tuo super-pouers,
whose interests in the Antarctic (which
are of a relatively recent date compared
to those of the claimants) find expression
in the non-recognition of the territorial
claims of the small states, and seem to be
best served through internetionalization
of the region.
The function of the Antarctic Treaty
has been to seek ddtente and conflictsolving by creating a rnodus ai,vend,i,and
a modus operand,i between claimants and
non-claimants, between small and big
states. As a consequenceof the Antarctic
Treaty the interactions betweenthesestates
in the good decade that has passed,have
essentially taken the form of highly-developed international cooperation In the long
run, this must be assumed to further a
development in the direction of internationalization, and hence work to the
advantage of the declared positions of the
big powers, and to the disadvantage of
those of (most of) the small states.
The particular inter-state interactionpattern in the Antarctic, which has been
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briefly presented in the above, will in
what follows be referred to as the 'Antarctic Model'. Taking the preceding as
our point of departure, we can sum up the
relevance of the 'Antarctic Model' to the
small-statesproblem area like this:
(1) The problem area can be studied
within a delimited field where - the established cooperation notwithstanding - the
conditions seemto favor a typical relation
of conflict or tension, where precisely the
constellation big-small seems to be a
prominent element. Especially interesting
is the circumstancethat one can here speak
of a two-dimensional tension-relation,
where a distinction must be made between
(a) the tension-relation betweenthe various
nat'i'onal interests, especially between the
national interests of, respectively, the big
and the small states, and (b) the tensionrelation between,respectively,nati.onøIand
international objectives and interests. The
two tension-fieldsoverlap, however, in so
far as the two super-powershave an international field of interest, while the small
states have nationalist objectives primarily. The circumstance is further accentuated by the fact that the two big states
have the capability to operate over the
whole of the Antarctic, while the small
states can only operate in limited regions.
The circumstancethat there is such a dual
field of tensions lends to the study an
extra dimension which has been lacking
from traditional small-states studies.
(2) The model has a wider, more general
interest, in so far as it is not tied to the
particular, geographically delimited region
of the Antarctic, but can be applied to
analogous regions where the relation between states of different sizes is of significance. I have in mind here the 'new
territories' problem-complex which was
sketched at the outset. The analogy AntarcticlArctic, in particular, comesto mind
in that the case of the Arctic may also be
regarded as a typical big-small constellation (on the one side, the super-powersof
the USA and the USSR, and on the other
side, the medium-sized power of Canada
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and the small states of Norway and Denmark).
The 'Antarctic Model' seemsto offer a
fairly clear opposition between small and
big states, and an internal community
of interests within each of the two groups.
Here, therefore, one would possibly have
expected to find a pattern of interaction
characterized by bloc-behavior on the
part of the small states, as a means
of asserting their respective national
small-states interests against big-power
intervention and dominion. Nothing of
the sort is the case, however; cooperation in the Antarctic functions on the
whole harmoniously, and those divergencies which have been brought to bear
have not been in the shape of any blocbehavior on the part of the small states.
The actual interactions have, in f.act,
scarcely been characterized by any opposition betweensmall and big.
Why is this so?
A key factor here is the policy of the
US,4. The American strategy obviously
consistsin striving toward some form of
internationalization, if. not d.ejure, at least
de facto.In the eyent, this would give the
USA, as the leading power with regard to
resources and, capøbi.lity, the best option
of being able to lead the development,
with a free hand, in all of the Antarctic,
and would consequentlybe in the national
interests of the country. From the point
of view of pure balance-of-power thinking
or other conflict-oriented approaches,one
would perhaps expect the American strategy to have issued in tactics of dominance
or of 'divide and conquer'. The American
policy seems in reality to be essentially
more subtle and manv-sided than this. On
the one hand, there have been attempts on
the American side to reduce the practical
value of the territorial claims of the small
states. Parallel with this, however, the
USA has apparently also seen a strengthening of the capability bf the small states
as a positive factor in its own long-term
political objectives: One instrument here
has been generous offers of bilateral co-

operative projects with the small states.
This has given mutual benefits; the USA
has won the cooperation (somewhathesitant and reluctant, to be sure) of the small
states for its own long-term goals, and
has won their good-will into the bargain;
the small states, for their part, have been
able to share in scientific results which,
with their own limited resources,they
would not otherwise have been able to
obtain.
When US policy in the Antarctic toward the small states concerned has been
able to meet with this measure of success,
it must be seen in the context of the following factors:
(l) The practical advantageswhich the
small states derive from cooperating in
the Antarctic weigh heavily against the
expected results of the possible assertion
of their respective small-states interests
through bloc-behavior.This raisesa question which is wider in perspective:Would
the need of small states for a possible cooperation between them, based purely on
small-state interests, weaken if they integrated into a more comprehensive cooperative structure which included big
powers? In other words: Would a 'maxicooperation'remotrethe presuppositionof
a possible'mini-cooperation'?
(2) To a high degree, the choice of
alternative actions on the part of the small
states has had to be based on evaluations
of their own options for action, singly or
jointly, vis-å-vis those options which cooperation with the big powers can give
them. The British Antarctic policy may
be illustrating in this respect. Great Britain, which, in thi3 context (especially in
relation to the USA), must be considered
a small state, has obvious nationalist objectives to protect in the Antarctic. At
the same time, however, the evaluations,
on the part of the British themselves,of
how these objectives can be optimally advanced have led Great Britain to be
highly flexible in her acceptanceof projects pointing in the direction of internationalized rights of sovereignty.

Small Støtes in International Politics

(3) The small states in question here
comprise a rather heterogenecus grouP
with regard to geographic,hisforical, and
cultural background. This may explåin the
absenceof the development of any bloccommunity: If a more homogeneous,'natural group'of stateshad been concerned,
the preconditions for a community of
interests,which could be protected through
a small-statesbloc, would presumably'also
have been present to a greater extent.
A conclusion such as the one'noted
above opens up interesting perspectivesin
a wider context, especially with regard to
the Arctic. The hypothesis that mutual
'proximity' (geographically, culturally,
etc.) between small states will be the
decisive factor in whether bloc-behavior
will occur or not, indicates that there are
quite otherwise favorable conditions for
this in the Arctic than ih"the Antarctic.
In the Arctic, the Nordic countries seem
to compriseprecisely such a homogeneous
group with a natural community of interests uis-d-uis the big powers (cf. separate
paragraph on this, below).
All of the preceding analysis and argumentation is based,however, on the postulate that it is fruitful and realistic to
operate with the dichotomy big-small in
the study of international politics in general. The fact that such a point of departure may be somewhat dubious, however,
is somethingwhich has also been suggested
by another scholar in this field, J. J. Holst,
in his remark:
Smallnessis in and of itself an irrelevant
coalibasison which to establishallegiances,
tions and commitmentsin internatiooal
relations.s
The small-states issue, which forms the
frame of reference for the present discussion, presupposesthe stipulation that
there is a built-in opposition between big
and small states,inherent in international
society. In the study of international conflicts, such an approach may seemreasonable, but what about those inter-state interactions which are not primarily conflict-oriented?
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With regard to such a cooperationoriented problem-si.tuati,onas that we are
dealing with in the 'Antarctic Model', it
is not just given that the small states,qua
small states, have common interests in
some sort of opposition to the big ones.
In the Antarctic it is seen how the 'imperialist' policy of the big powers - primarily that of the USA - is the very
foundation of a fruitful symbiosisbetween
big and small states.There are also indications that harmonious and fruitful cooperation will take place more easily between big and .small states than it will
between the small states themselves.This
has to do with the considerabledifferences
between big and small states with regard
to resourcesand capabilify; this factor entails that cooperationbetween a big and
a small state would give the small state
advantageswhich it would not be able to
obtain were it confined to cooperating
with other small states whose resources
were as scarce as its own. Here the factor
of. campetition also comes into play: Cooperation between several small states
could easily provoke contests as to 'who
should be allowed to do what' with the
limited resources,and would thereby tend
to promote conflict. In small and big state
cooperation, such rivalry will not arise,
and the possibility of a rational division of
labor to the advantage of both parties
would be more likely to be present.
The views which have been developed
in the above can be summed up in what
initially, for the want of a better expression, and in the expectation of reaching
a higher level of precision, we have called
a 'big state/small state balance model'. It
should be noted that the hypotheses expressed here share certain features in
common with A. F. K. Organski's balanceand conflict-theory,o a central point of
which is precisely that equality promotes
conflict, while pure big-power hegemony
promotes harmony and balance in the
international system.In Organski's model,
then the oppositions do not necessarily
obtain between the small and the big, but
between those of equal strength.
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With this in mind tåere may be reason
to put a question mark at the common
assumption that big-small conflict is aIways a relevant problåm-situation in the
study of international relations.
III. THE PARTICIPATION OF SMALL
AND BIG STATES IN THE
DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARCTIC
If we compare the situation in the Arctic
with that of the Antarctic, we will find
points of resemblanceas well as essential
differences. Common to both regions is
their increasing significance chiefly as
regions for research, but also to an increasing extent from an economic point
of view as potentially important parts of
our planet. Both regions attract the attention of a smaller group of interested states
- both big and small. In either region the
climatic conditions make permanent settlement difficult, and pose special problems
for all operations.
As far as differences are concerned,
there are in the first place the purely
security-political circumstances:While the
Antarctic is a region of relatively slight
sensitivity in a security-political respect,
the Arctic is a security-political tensionfield of the first order, inter alia, because
of its location between the two superpowers.loIn the secorldplace, as distinct
from the Antarctic. all land and islands
in the Arctic are subjected to uncontested
national sovereignty, and so cannot, among
other things, be considered among the
'new territories'. For practical reasons,as
well as for purposes of analysis, it may
be convenient to postulate a division of
the Arctic into three types of region:l1
Zone I
Zone II

- The central Arctic Ocean.
- 'Borderline zones'of contested
status, such as ocean zones
where various states claim
certain rights of regulation,
and the like.
Zone III - Recognizerl national territories: Land, islands, national
territorial waters, and continental shelves.

Furthermore, the ocean regions are distinctive, in so far as in the Arctic they
have, and seemto be getting, quite a different significance for transport and communications than the Antarctic Ocean,
To a not inconsiderable extent this is
underscored by the optimism surrounding
the possibility of finding oil on the continental shelf in the Arctic.lz
Also, the small states which have interests in the Arctic are diffeient from those
which we find involved in the Antarctic.
They are more homogeneouswith regard
to both geographic location, cultural and
economic background, and political structure, than the states which are currently
involved in cooperation in the Antarctic.
Nor can it be said that there are any
essential disagreementsbetween them concerning their respective interests in the
Arctic.
Common to both polar regions is the
circumstance that technological and economic development has enabled the big
powers, to a much larger extent than the
small states, to defend old rights and
assert new ones. The big powers can by
themselves start a development which
rnust af.Lectthe small states that hold interests in the regions. This is also the
situation for the Nordic countries with
regard to the Arctic. An essentially expanded activity in the Arctic on the part
of the big powers cannot avoid affecting
the interests which the Nordic countries,
primarily Denmark and Norway, have
traditionally held. The question is whether
one should remain passive toward an increase in activity, or whether it might in
some way be better to protect national
interests by actively participating in the
development.
Against the background that has been
roughly sketched here, it might be of
interest to evaluate whether the big state/
small state considerationsthat were noted
in the preceding, may also be relevant
with regard to the Nordic countries, and
to their participation in the development
that is under way in the Arctic. A number
of factors which are fundamental in this

Sntall States in Intemati,onal Politics

context have already been made the subject of systematictreatmentby W. Østreng
in a recent study.l8 Østreng:s'work is
primarily an examination and ,analysisof
current needs for cooperation, and the
options of the Scandinavjan countries in
the further exploration 'and exploitation
of Arctic regions.
For the big state/small state issue these
factors are of immediate interest. In the
widest sense,we are faced with the general problem-situation national control/
international cooperation.More concretely,
with our starting-point in the general
technological and economic development
which has made the Arctic a potentially
highly important region, but one where a
number of legal and political problems
remain unsolved, we are faced with the
question of the need for, and desirability
of, establishing small-states cooperation
in a region where there aiå establishedbigpower interests.
The Nordic countries will be directly
affected by ihe developmentin the Arctic.
For them, a question worth analysing
must be whether they can better safeguard
their interests through cooperation than
individually, and whether or not they have
mutual interests which would make cooperationbetweenthem natural and necessary. On the one hand, there are the concrete needs which may arise for cooperation of scientific, technological/
economic, and political nature. On the
other hand, there is the question of the
option for each individual country to
engage in this type of cooperation on the
basisof their general foreign-policy orientation. (Here one must take into consideration the fact that, while the Nordic countries are quite homogeneous in a geographic, historical, and cultural sense,
they are more heterog€neouswith regard
to alliance commitments).As a decisive
factor in this context there is, however,
the question of the need and possible
options to seek alternati.ae cooperationpartners and -patterns.
Four options seem open to the Nordic
countries in the present situation:l4
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(l) They may meet the situation and its
challengessingly and on their own, without cooperating with anyone.
(2) They may cooperate individually
with the big powers.
(3) They may cooperate between themselves at a small-states level.
(a) They may cooperatebetween themselvesin an expandedcooperationwith the
big powers.
The small countries that have interests
in the Arctic, share in common the circumstance that individually they can, by
and large, achieve what each of the other
small countriqs can. What some have
gained in terms of experience in activity
in these regions, the others will be able
to make up for by a relatively limited
mobilization in terms of economy and
personnel.
The chief purpose of any international
cooperation- seenfrom the point of view
of the respective national agents - must
be to seek the furtherance of national
interests.The type of cooperationin which
one choosesto engage will therefore reflect a conception of the means that one
wishes to utilize in the furtherance of
theseinterests.On the backgroundof such
an evaluation, it rnay in this context also
be of interest to evaluate whether the
division into groups of big and small
states tells us anything essential as to the
form of cooperation in which the small
states ought advantageously to engage in
this region.
A possible Nordic cooperation at a
small-states level in the Arctic may lead
to a contest over who should be the first
among equals. Even if the resources are
pooled, one is not thereby guaranteed a
satisfactory reward, whether in the form
of scientific results, or in the form of
economic benefits. It is conceivablethat
bilateral cooperation with a big power
would better promote national interests.
In such a cooperation the big state would
not perceive the small one as a troublesome rival, but as a valuable partner.
There would be no question of equal ef-
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forts. But in return for its participation in
such cooperation, the small state could
obtain considerable advantages which it
could not otherwiseobtain, either by itself
or in cooperation with other srrall states.
In such a situation the small-state role is
a nzeens to promoting national interests,
something which is somewhat incongruous
with the ordinary conceptionwhich stresses
the disadvantagesof being small in the
international system.A policy such as the
one suggestedhere, however, has its more
doubtful aspects from the vantage points
of the national interests of the small state.
Here we should note in particular the
risk a small state runs of being dominated, if it based itself exclusively on
bi,lateral cooperation with one big power.
Considerations corresponding to those
in the preceding paragraph can to some
extent also be brought to bear on the
evaluation of the fourth alternative course
of action mentioned; cooperationbetween
small states within an expanded cooperation with the big powers. Here, however,
the question arises of how expedient it is
to combine cooperation on different levels,
cf. what is noted above concerning'maxi-'
u. 'mini-cooperation'. In this context an
important factor is doubtless the ørea of
possiblecooperation.As regards the situation of the Nordic countries in the Arctic.
it may seem converient with cooperation
at the small-states level ('mini-cooperation') in matters of purely political character (such as the harmonization of viewpoints, long-term objectives,and the like).
In matters of a practical, 'operational'
character, conditions would presumably
favor some of the forms of 'maxi-cooperation' discussedearlier. In such a dualist
cooperation pattern there is also a safeguard,: For the small state, the betting on
different cooperation combinations at several levels would be able to work as a
form for 'risk spread', which in turn
could work as a counterbalance against
the threat of dominion which a purely
bilateral big-small relation may entail.
As may be seen, an interaction-pattern
between small and big states, such as has

been discussedabove,has interesting points
of resemblancewith the cooperation picture which is found in the 'Antarctic
Model' (seeabove).It is unrealistic today
to regard the 'Antarctic Model' without
qualifications applicable in the north; the
two polar regions are too different, e.g.
in security-political respects.lsFrom the
vantage point of a small state, however,
the pattern of cooperation prevalent in the
Antarctic must also appear as the ideal
one in the Arctic context.
IV. FINAL REMARKS
An attempt has been made in the preceding to bring to bear several considerations,
of both a general and particular nature,
over the position of small states in international politics. The objective has been
twofold: on the one hand to discuss the
practicall political possibilities and limitations inherent in the situation of the small
states,and on the other hand to contribute
toward an improved, theoretical foundation for the study of small states.
Our central considerations,which have
been tentatively named the'big state/small
state-balancemodel', håve been developed
from the point of view of a polor-political
perspective. The empirical material is
chiefly the development which has taken
place in the Antarctic; in addition, tle
Arctic situation has been brought in as a
suplrlement, and in order to give a comparative basis.
The relevant discussionand theorizing,
however, is not tied to the purely polarpolitical point of departure. The basis for
the consideratious over big states/small
states relations etc., is essentially to be
found on two levels, which may be referred
to by the cues:
(l) The 'new-territories' issue.
(2) The cooperation-issue.
Furthermore, on both of these levels we
find inherent the dual tension-field between, on the one hand, different national
interests, and on the other hand, between
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